GLOBAL TRAVELING EXHIBITION
LOCAL PARTNERS WANTED

crop signs from space
a future cultural world heritage
explore the geometrical imprints a cosmic
intelligence left within earthly crop fields

this extraordinary mega-exhibition presents a selection of more
than 300 of the most important, most complex and most beautiful designs
of the mysterious crop circles. these patterns have been appearing for
more than 30 years in wheat and other crop fields in south england and
close to 50 countries around the world. huge panels with air and ground
view photographs, sculptures & 3d-objects, paintings, bas-reliefs, digital &
mechanical animations, artistic graphical depictions and geometrical renderings are shown within a dozen theme rooms, giving an overview from
the beginning of this in its core still inexplicable phenomenon up to the
newest pictograms of last summer. although possibly one third of the
highly ornamental shapes - there are more than 5000 documented crop
imprints worldwide - are man made, the other forms stand up to more or
less scientific investigations, be they physical, biochemical or mathematical analyses. despite prejudiced mass media information these happenings in the fields are truly indisputable serious contact attempts of a
higher consciousness with mankind. in addition to this the exhibition exclusively shows astonishing newest decodings.
it is the world’s one and only existing comprehensive exhibition
about the crop circle phenomenon displayable in spaces from 500* up
to 1500 square meters. this astonishing show was created by austrian
researcher jay goldner & the phoenix group, consisting of works from two
dozen crop circle experts and artists of various countries, giving newest
insights into the truth behind this profound and highly aesthetic interdimensional communication.
* condensed version
crop signs from space has first been set up 2005 for erich van
d a e n i k e n ’s mystery park* in interlaken / switzerland. after having great
success there (58.000 visitors in 7 months) now in its updated and extended version it is traveling worldwide. * see slide show www.cropcirclemuseum.com
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